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Abstract
Sign language interpreters, service providers and educators will be familiar with American texts on the sign language interpreting profession, which make excellent reading and worthwhile teaching resources. Nevertheless, much of the information in these is specific to the American professional and training environment. As sign language interpreter educators, the authors' aim is to extend the range of local texts available, so this introductory Australian/ New Zealand interpreting textbook will complement existing materials. This book provides an overview of the sign language interpreting profession in Australia and New Zealand, detailing theoretical and applied aspects of the field. It includes discussion of the interpreting process, the role of the interpreter, professionalism and ethics, as well as the challenges and strategies for working in a variety of different settings, with consideration given to some specialist interpreting skills. Each chapter guides readers through some of the key issues in the profession, and provides thought questions as a reflective tool. This text will be a valuable resource for sign language and interpreting students, interpreters entering the profession, and a reference book for sign language interpreter practitioners, trainers and researchers.
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Dive into the research topics of 'Sign language interpreting: theory and practice in Australia and New Zealand'. Together they form a unique fingerprint.
PCC's Sign Language Interpretation program provides a foundation in advanced American Sign Language (ASL), as well as Deaf history and culture, field experience, interpreting theory, and plenty of practice in interpretation in classes and internships. While we offer the same academic approach as other programs do, we emphasize mastery of both the practical skills of interpreting and the academic skills that you need to be employable. Our graduates' success demonstrates that we prepare interpreters to be true professionals who lead fulfilling careers. In addition to proficiency in American Sign ... Sign Language Interpreting book. Read reviews from world's largest community for readers. This book provides an overview of the sign language interpretin... Goodreads helps you keep track of books you want to read. Start by marking “Sign Language Interpreting: Theory and Practice in Australia and New Zealand” as Want to Read: Want to Read saving... Want to Read.
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